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THE ROSTER INCLUDES MEMBERS FROM MULTIPLE NICHD SPECIAL EMPHASIS PANELS OF THIS IRG:

**CHAIRPERSONS**

BROWN, STEPHEN A, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
BURLINGTON, VT 05401

BROWN, SUSAN L., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43403

FISHER, WAYNE W, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
MUNROE-MEYER INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
OMAHA, NE 68198

HALL, JANET E, MD
CLINICAL DIRECTOR
DIVISION OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC 27709

KUHN, RANDALL S., PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH & ASSOCIATE CALIFORNIA CENTER FOR POPULATION RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES (UCLA)
LOS ANGELES, CA 90001

RICHARDS, JOANNE S, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR BIOLOGY
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
HOUSTON, TX 77030

TEIXEIRA, JOSE M., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS, GYNECOLOGY AND REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503

WEITZEL, MARY B
CEO AND PRESIDENT
YASO THERAPEUTICS
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260

WRIGHT, WILLIAM WALLACE, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205

**MEMBERS**

ACHILLES, SHARON LYNELLE, MD, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
MAGEE-WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

ANDERSON, DEBORAH J, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
BOSTON, MA 02118
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CHUNG, JEAN-JU L, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY
YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN, CT 06510

CHWALISZ, KRISTOF
SENIOR MEDICAL DIRECTOR, GENERAL MEDICINE
ACOS CLINICAL FELLOW
ABBVIE
1 NORTH WAUKEGAN ROAD
BLDG. AP31-1
NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064

CLAY, PATRICK GERARD, PHMD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOTHERAPY
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS SYSTEM
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
FORT WORTH, TX 76107

COMBELLES, CATHERINE M.H., PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE
MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753

DEAN, JURRIEN, MD
LABORATORY CHIEF
LABORATORY OF CELLULAR AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF DIABETES AND DIGESTIVE KIDNEY DISEASES
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

DIAMOND, MICHAEL PETER, MD
PROFESSOR OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH
MEDICAL SCHOOL OF GEORGIA
AUGUSTA UNIVERSITY
AUGUSTA, GA 30912

DULEBA, ANTONI J, MD
PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY AND INFERTILITY
DEPARTMENT OF REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
LA JOLLA, CA 92093

FAIRCHILD, KAREN D, MD
PEDIATRICS
BOX 800386 HOSPITAL DRIVE
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22908

FERRIE, JOSEPH P., PHD
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND HISTORY
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON, IL 60208

FRISCO, MICHELLE LYNN, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16803

FROHMAN, MICHAEL A., PHD, MD
PROFESSOR & CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
STONY BROOK, NY 11794-5141
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GAMERMAN, GARY, JD
PRESIDENT
SERAPHIM LIFE SCIENCES
VIENNA, VA 22181

GERTON, GEORGE L., PHD
RESEARCH PROFESSOR
CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON REPRODUCTION &
WOMEN'S HEALTH/DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS &
GYNECOLOGY- PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

GLICK, JENNIFER E., PHD
HOFFMAN PROFESSOR IN SOCIOLOGY
ARNOLD S. BETTE G. HOFFMAN PROFESSOR IN SOCIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY & CRIMINOLOGY POPULATION
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
PENN State UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16802

GOLDBERG, ERWIN, PHD
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
DEPARTMENTS OF BIOCHEMISTRY,
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON, IL 60208

GOODWIN, JESSE SHAY, PHD
CHIEF INNOVATION OFFICER
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
DARBY CHILDREN’S RESEARCH INSTITUTE
179 ASHLEY AVE.
SUITE 104, MSC 002
CHARLESTON, SC 29425

GREGORY, KIMBERLY D, MD
VICE CHAIR
DIVISION OF MATERNAL FETAL MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048

HAMMOUD, SAHER SUE, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN GENETICS
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109

HERMANN, BRIAN PETER, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78249

HERSHLAG, AVNER, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
PROGRAM DIRECTOR, REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY
AND INFERTILITY FELLOWSHIP
HOFSTRA NORTHWEST MEDICAL SCHOOL
MANHASSET, NY 11030

HUNTER, LORI M., PHD
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
FACULTY RESEARCH ASSOCIATE
INSTITUTE OF BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BOULDER
BOULDER, CO 80309
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JONES, ARTHUR-DAMON M., PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
THE HARRIS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO, IL 60637

KARAKAS, SIDIKA E, MD
PROFESSOR AND CHIEF
DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY,
DIABETES AND METABOLISM
CLINICAL NUTRITION AND VASCULAR MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817

KESTNER, KATHRYN, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
MORGANTOWN, WV 26506

LABAUDINIERE, RICHARD
OWNER, LABAUDINIERE CONSULTING, LLC
108 FAIRBANKS OAK ALY, UNIT 401
CHARLESTON, SC 29492

LACKEY, KAREN
DIRECTOR, ARIZONA CENTER FOR DRUG DISCOVERY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY
CEO, CENTAUR BIOSCIENCES
TUCSON, AZ 85721

LEVINE, JON E, PHD
PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR
WISCONSIN NATIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON
MADISON, WI 53715

LI, JIN BILLY, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA 94305

LUKE, NANCY K., PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND CRIMINOLOGY
POPULATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA 16802

LYNCH, SCOTT M., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
DUKE UNIVERSITY
DURHAM, NC 27708

MCCARTNEY, CHRISTOPHER R., MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22904

MOLLBORN, STEFANIE, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BOULDER
BOULDER, CO 80309

MUSICK, KELLY, PHD
PROFESSOR OF POLICY ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENT OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA, NY 90089-2539
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NOBLES, JENNA E., PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
MADISON, WI 53706

OPERARIO, DON, PHD
PROFESSOR AND ASSOCIATE DEAN
DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903

PADUCH, DARIUS A, PHD, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
MALE INFERTILITY GENETICS LABORATORY
WEILL-CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE
NEW YORK, NY 10021

PHELPS, MITCH A, PHD
PROFESSOR
PHARMACEUTICS AND PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
DIRECTOR, PHARMACOANALYTICAL SHARED RESOURCE
COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLUMBUS, OH 43210

PODLESNIK, CHRISTOPHER A, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MELBOURNE, FL 32901

PRAUSNITZ, MARK R., PHD
PROFESSOR & CHAIR
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL & BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING
DIRECTOR CENTER FOR DRUG DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, GA 30332

PRICE, THOMAS M, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OB/GYN
DUKE UNIVERSITY
DURHAM, NC 27710

PUSCHECK, ELIZABETH, MD
PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY AND INFERTILITY
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
DETROIT, MI 48202

RICHARD-DAVIS, GLORIA ANN, MD
PROFESSOR, DIVISION DIRECTOR FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTIVE CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS MEDICAL SCIENCES
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72208

RINGDAHL, JOEL, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
ATHENS, GA 30602

SAPERSTEIN, ALIYA R., PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA 94305

SCOTT, RICHARD THOMAS JR, MD
CEO FOR IVIRMA GLOBAL AND DIRECTOR
REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON MEDICAL SCHOOL
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
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SELENSKI, CAROLYN, PHD
CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
CLINICAL OPERATIONS, CABOTEGRAVIR
R&D PCPS GCSD
GLAXO SMITH KLINE
DURHAM, NC 27707

SHAH, DINESH MANILAL, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OB/GYN
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
DIRECTOR, MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE
MERITER HOSPITAL
MADISON, WI 53715

SHNORHAVORIAN, MARGARETT, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF UROLOGY
DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL RESEARCH
CENTER FOR CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WA 98105

SIMON, KOSALI ILAYPERUMA, PHD
HERMAN WELLS ENDOWED PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC & ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47405-1701

SIMPSON, JOE LEIGH, MD
PROFESSOR
EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
MIAMI, FL 33199

SOUTH, SCOTT J, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
ALBANY, NY 12222

SUTO, MARK J, PHD
VICE PRESIDENT
DRUG DISCOVERY DIVISION
SOUTHERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35255

THIRUMURTHY, HARSHA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF MEDICAL ETHICS AND HEALTH POLICY
PERELMAN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104

TUROK, DAVID, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84112

VEAZEY, RONALD S., DVM, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND LABORATORY MEDICINE
DIVISION OF COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY
TULANE NATIONAL PRIMATE RESEARCH CENTER
TULANE UNIVERSITY
COVINGTON, LA 70433

VOTRUBA-DRZAL, ELIZABETH, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH, PA 15260
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WEITZEL, MARY B
CEO AND PRESIDENT
YASO THERAPEUTICS
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85255

WELT, CORRINE K, MD
PROFESSOR
DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY, METABOLISM AND DIABETES
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108

WOLFF, JASON J, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55455

WORD, RUTH A, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
MEDICAL CENTER AT DALLAS
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN
DALLAS, TX 75390-9032

KUBLER-KIELB, JOANNA
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20817

ROBBINS, CHRISTIANE M.
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD
HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

WEDEEN, CATHY J., PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD
HEALTH & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20892-7510

EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANTS

COIT, RAVEN L.
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20892-7510

EDWARDS, MAURICE L.
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20892-7510
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SILVERMAN, STEVEN D.
LEAD REVIEW TECHNICAL ASSISTANT
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20892-7510

OTHER REVIEW STAFF
COOKE, BRAD, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BRANCH
EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, NIH
BETHESDA, MD 20817

Consultants are required to absent themselves from the room during the review of any application if their presence would constitute or appear to constitute a conflict of interest.